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The IEEE-SA strongly recommends that at each WG meeting the chair or a 
designee:
• Show slides #1 through #4 of this presentation
• Advise the WG attendees that:

• IEEE’s patent policy is described in Clause 6 of the IEEE-SA Standards Board Bylaws;
• Early identification of patent claims which may be essential for the use of standards under 

development is strongly encouraged; 
• There may be Essential Patent Claims of which IEEE is not aware. Additionally, neither IEEE, the WG, 

nor the WG Chair can ensure the accuracy or completeness of any assurance or whether any such 
assurance is, in fact, of a Patent Claim that is essential for the use of the standard under development.

• Instruct the WG Secretary to record in the minutes of the relevant WG meeting:
• That the foregoing information was provided and that slides 1 through 4 (and this slide 0, if applicable) 

were shown; 
• That the chair or designee provided an opportunity for participants to identify patent claim(s)/patent 

application claim(s) and/or the holder of patent claim(s)/patent application claim(s) of which the 
participant is personally aware and that may be essential for the use of that standard 

• Any responses that were given, specifically the patent claim(s)/patent application claim(s) and/or the 
holder of the patent claim(s)/patent application claim(s) that were identified (if any) and by whom.

• The WG Chair shall ensure that a request is made to any identified holders of potential essential patent 
claim(s) to complete and submit a Letter of Assurance.• It is recommended that the WG Chair review the guidance in IEEE-SA Standards Board Operations Manual
6.3.5 and in FAQs 14 and 15 on inclusion of potential Essential Patent Claims by incorporation or by 
reference. 

Note: WG includes Working Groups, Task Groups, and other standards-developing committees with a PAR 
approved by the IEEE-SA Standards Board.

Instructions for the WG Chair

(Optional to be shown)



Participants have a duty to inform the IEEE

• Participants shall inform the IEEE (or cause the IEEE to be informed) of the 
identity of each holder of any potential Essential Patent Claims of which they 
are personally aware if the claims are owned or controlled by the participant 
or the entity the participant is from, employed by, or otherwise represents

• Participants should inform the IEEE (or cause the IEEE to be informed) of the 
identity of any other holders of potential Essential Patent Claims

Early identification of holders of potential 
Essential Patent Claims is encouraged
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Ways to inform IEEE

• Cause an LOA to be submitted to the IEEE-SA (patcom@ieee.org); or

• Provide the chair of this group with the identity of the holder(s) of any and 
all such claims as soon as possible; or

• Speak up now and respond to this Call for Potentially Essential Patents
If anyone in this meeting is personally aware of the holder of any patent claims 
that are potentially essential to implementation of the proposed standard(s) 
under consideration by this group and that are not already the subject of an 
Accepted Letter of Assurance, please respond at this time by providing relevant 
information to the WG Chair
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Other guidelines for IEEE WG meetings
• All IEEE-SA standards meetings shall be conducted in compliance 

with all applicable laws, including antitrust and competition laws. 

• Don’t discuss the interpretation, validity, or essentiality of 
patents/patent claims. 

• Don’t discuss specific license rates, terms, or conditions.
• Relative costs of different technical approaches that include relative costs of 

patent licensing terms may be discussed in standards development meetings. 

• Technical considerations remain the primary focus

• Don’t discuss or engage in the fixing of product prices, allocation of 
customers, or division of sales markets.

• Don’t discuss the status or substance of ongoing or threatened 
litigation.

• Don’t be silent if inappropriate topics are discussed … do formally 
object.

---------------------------------------------------------------
For more details, see IEEE-SA Standards Board Operations Manual, clause 5.3.10 and 

Antitrust and Competition Policy: What You Need to Know at 
http://standards.ieee.org/develop/policies/antitrust.pdf
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Patent-related information

The patent policy and the procedures used to execute that policy are 
documented in the:
• IEEE-SA Standards Board Bylaws

(http://standards.ieee.org/develop/policies/bylaws/sect6-7.html#6) 

• IEEE-SA Standards Board Operations Manual
(http://standards.ieee.org/develop/policies/opman/sect6.html#6.3)

Material about the patent policy is available at 
http://standards.ieee.org/about/sasb/patcom/materials.html

If you have questions, contact the IEEE-SA 
Standards Board Patent Committee 
Administrator at patcom@ieee.org
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Agenda

• Welcome
• PAR Status (Dave Olsen)
• Moving Forward part 2 (Gordon Bechtel)
• Update to ACF Formats (Don Pannell)
• NAV Alliance Response (Dave Olsen)
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PAR Update

MSC Members:

We are tasked with approving the IEEE 1722b Project Authorization
Request (PAR). To approve it (if appropriate) in time for the
NESCOM (New Standards Committee) meeting in April, we will hold an
email vote as follows:

* Discussion period from today until March 11.

* Voting from March 11 until March 25.

I have attached a copy of the PAR.

Please post comments (and votes, when the time comes) to
this mailing list.

Best regards,

Baker
(Ralph Baker Kearfott, MSC chair)
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NAV Alliance

Mrudula,

We received your request for an IEEE Subtype and discussed it in our workgroup call of Jan 28, 2020.

Many in the IEEE 1722 workgroup are unfamiliar with NAV Alliance and the goals and work that this 
subtype would be used to support.

Would it be possible for someone from NAV Alliance TWG4 to attend a 1722 workgroup call and make 
a presentation to help us with the background information to this request? The next available meeting 
of the 1722 workgroup is Feb 25th 8:00AM Pacific Time.

[TWG4]: Yes, we will be happy to introduce TWG4 and it’s charter to the IEEE 1722 members. 
However, due to an unavoidable conflict 25th Feb 8:00AM PST did not work for us. What would be the 
next available option? We’d also like to check if 1722 plans to have a face-to-face meeting at 
Atlanta during the IEEE 802 Plenary meeting. If you do, it might be possible for us to present at that 
venue. To keep the discussion going until we find a suitable time to present, we are sending in a few 
responses to your questions below.
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NAV Alliance

There are several key topics that we'd like to hear the NAV Alliance's thoughts and intentions on:
If the NAV Alliance were to write a standard format for a 1722 subtype, what would the terms be for public access to the 
document? The IEEE has very clear guidelines that all referenced documents in an IEEE standard be publicly available 
for reasonable expense.

[TWG4]: We would be fine with making the NAV TWG4 specification open to public at a reasonable cost. However, we 
would like to seek clarification on a quantitative assessment of the term “reasonable”.
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NAV Alliance

What media formats would NAV Alliance like to transport with this subtype? The 1722 group would 

like to avoid any duplication of efforts and/or confusion between format.

[TWG4]: As we understand, NAV TWG4 is fundamentally different from 1722 in the sense that we 

don’t intend to transport any media formats directly using the assigned subtypes. Our idea is to 

encapsulate protocols such as PCIe, USB, Radar, Lidar etc..(that in turn may or may not transport 

media formats within their own payloads) into the Ethernet frame so that these protocols may be 

seamlessly carried over the Ethernet fabric in autonomous vehicles.
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NAV Alliance

We believe that Ethernet will be the de facto backbone of an autonomous driving system but the end nodes are not necessarily Ethernet 
based. Therefore, there is a need to transport the native protocols implemented by the end nodes over Ethernet to reach the SoC/switch 
fabric for further processing or forwarding to the destination nodes. The current charter of TWG4 is to define a standard way of
encapsulating a varied number of protocols over Ethernet but NOT to (re)define a transport mechanism. We are unaware of any other 
industry body precisely solving this problem in the immediate future.

We are in agreement that we should avoid any duplication of effort and specifications solving the same problems.

Would the NAV Alliance's 1722 format maintain commonality with existing 1722 formats? For instance, many of the existing 1722 
formats share a common header, and, as a result, stream IDs, timestamps, sequence numbers, etc. are in common locations across 
many formats. The group would very much like to maintain this commonality as it helps to ease implementation and reduce cost, 
particularly in silicon.

[TWG4]: At present, we do not intend to use the various header fields defined in the 1722 spec as called out above. The idea is to 
identify a NAV frame using a 1722 assigned subtype in the common header. NAV intends to define optimized and efficient headers 
specific to the protocol being encapsulated. For example, encapsulation of Radar chirp data requires different metadata in the header 
fields than encapsulating PCIE or USB would and these are quite different than the fields required for audio or video formats. Therefore, 
NAV intends to define it’s own sub-subtype to identify the protocol.
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NAV Alliance

And any other issues the NAV Alliance sees as important in creating a 1722 format.

[TWG4]: We are concerned that the 1722 header fields are unoptimized to be generically 
and equally applied to all the NAV encapsulated protocols. We would like to define the 
NAV header to be specific and optimized for the encapsulated protocol for simplicity and 
performance reasons. We think these specific header fields will vary with each protocol.
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